
Rebranding 
the DAU

Customer Intimacy 

I had a one year contract with the DAU to work on the communication team to help 
rebrand the DAU with Customer Intimacy. 



Customer Intimacy Logo
The logo had to have 3 colors Red, Blue, and Green while representing 
what Customer Intimacy meant.

DAU – ALM 
Acquisition Learning Model

I ended up using the idea and style from the ALM to come up with 
the new Customer Intimacy Logo.  I wanted the customers to be 
familiar with the colors, and style by implementing only small 
changes. The hand shacking in the middle is the new icon that 
represents how the DAU wants to get Intimate with it’s customers. 

This process took about 1 month after doing all the usable studies 
and different samples. 



This was the process that was sent to all 
DAU employees internally in a PowerPoint



Creating different adds for 
DAU.mill to go on social 
media or be published 



The DAU has an internal 
social medial that looks 
similar to Pinterest Board. 
Where people can post 
ideas or talk about their 
work. 

I created these different 
icons to help boost positive 
conversation between 
employees.

Creating Different Icons for 
internal use to give praises 
to each other.



The DAU implement Lunch & Learn and I had to come up different 
designs. 



With our new branding we had to come up with how we would represent our Mission, vision and values. 
These where printed as 18x24 posters for each classroom and wallet size for all of the staff. 
The colors are simple and clean matching the original DAU logo Red with hints of gray.



Creating Tri-Fold Boucher within 
InDesign, Photoshop and Illustrator



In illustrator I created different images to represent the different types of 
learning communities. 

Theses images where displayed on the internal website and social medal.



Thank you Laura@PearloftheSea.org


